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EFFECT OF FUEL VARL4BLES ON CARBON FORMATION IN TURBOJET-ENGINE COMBUSTORS ‘

By EmmND R JONASH, JDEEOLD D. WRA~and ‘WILLIAMP. COOK

SUMMARY

The e@ect9 ojjuel properties and of a number offuel additimx
on combu.stwn-chambercarbon deposition and exhamt-gm
smokeformuttin were invest~atd in a tingle tubulur turbojet-
engine combudor. Limited test%were conductedwith a number
of thefuels in severalfull-scale turbq”etengines to verify single-
combustordata.

At operati~ conditions simulating an engine w“th a com-
pre880rpresswre ratw of ~ at an a.!titudeof 30,000 feet and
zero jight speed (condiiion A), carbon depowk and exhuwt-
gas smoke densities in the single comlwtor correlatedwith three
empiricalfuel factons: smoke-volatilityinda, smoke point, and
NACA II factor @nction qf dM.?.Wti characteristics and
hydrogen-carbonratio]. The bed correlations of depob we
obtainedwith smokepoint and NACA II factar. At a di.ttin
of higher inlet air pressure and temperature simulating an
engiru m“tha compressorpressure ratio of 7 at sea level and a
flight Mach number of 0.S7 (condition B), h deposits and
smoke o?emitti did not satixfaztorily comeluteu%% any of the
fuel factms Conhed. .l%rther, only the data obtaiwd at
condition A correlated with limited ftu%scuJe-en@e deposit
dala obtained with the same fmi%. Deposits obtui~d at the
higher pressure and temperature were corwiderably .k23suni-
form, and it is likely that Zurgeformations broke OJ the com-
buxtorwalk during the kxt rum.

Carbon deposit-sin du tingle comlnmtorwere significantly
redumd at condition A by the additti of organo-metulli.ccom-
pounds, commercialfuel adllitivtxthatumdy containedorgano-
metullic compound-s,and oxygen-beari~ wmpound.s. Organo-
metallic compounds, particuhzrly those containing lead or won,
were most e~ective: dicycbpentudienylwon reduced deposits of a
bme ,+wl CMmuch as SOpercent. The relative e~ectivenas of
the additivesdependedon thepropertia of the baseful. None
of the &dives signijicutiy a$ected exh.mat-gas smoke con-
cenira.tian.

INTRODUCTION

Carbon deposition in the combustcna of turbojet engines ,
constitutes an important operational problem, since such
deposition can impair (1) combustion performance by affect-
ing air rmd fuel distribution, (2) starting performance by
fouling ignition electrodes, and (3) liner durability by causing
liner cracking and warping. The presence of carbon m
smoke in the exhaust gases of turbojet engines is less impor-
tant; it does not, in general, impair’engine performance, but
it may be objectionable from a tactical or a nuisance stand-
point. Deposits and smoke may be minimized by proper

combustor design and by selection of fuel properties. How-
ever, presently known remedies are ‘not completely com-
patible with other eombustor performance requirements and
with fuel availability. Experiments aimed toward develop-
ing mews of controlling carbon formation by limiting fuel
characteristics and by” using fuel additives are reported
herein.

Many investigations have been conducted in both small-
soale and full-scale combustom in an effort to develop a
satisfactory means of predicting the oarbon-forming pro-
pensity of turbojet fuels from results of simple laboratory
fuels tests. Much of this work is summarized in reference 1.
Approximate relations were found between deposits and
several empirical factors derived from fuel properties. Smoke
point, measured with a simple laboratory tick lamp, and
NACA K factor, an empirical function of distillation char-
acteristics and hydrogen-carbon ratio, gave the most accurate
prediction of deposits for the data presented in reference 1.
A “smoke-volatility index” (&’Vl) is currently included in
military procurement speciikations to limit carbon-deposition
tendencies of jet fuels. This index, which is a function of
the distillation characteristics and smoke point of the fuel,
is easily determined and &o hss shown a satisfactory degree
of correlation with deposits. The relation between smoke-
volatility index and carbon formation in turbojet c.ombustoti
with jet fuels vaiying widely in physical and chemical
properties is examined herein: Also the relations obtained
with the smoke-volatili~ index are compared with those
obtained with smoke point and the NACA K factor.

Twenty fuels wx6 tested in a single tubular turbojet com-
bustor operated at conditions simulating an engine with a
compressor pressure ratio of 4 at zero flight speed and an
altitude of 20,000 feet. The fuels included a number of
production JP-3 and JP4 fuel samples and a number of
fuels specially blended to provide wide variations in “fuel
quality.” In order to examine the effect of operating con-
ditions on depositio~ and hence on the general applicability
of the fuel factom, six fuels were tested in the same eombustor
at conditions simulating operation in an engine with a com-
pree.sorpresmre ratio of 7 at a flight Mach number of 0.87
at sea level. The data obtained are generally limited to
carbon deposition in the combustion chamber; however, some
information is included on exhaust-gas smoke concentration
with several of the fuels. Limited data obtained with some
of the fuels in several full-scale enghw are presented and
compared with the single-combustor results.
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The use of a fuel additive capable of markedly reducing
carbon deposition in combustion chambem would allow wider
variations in jet fuel proper&s and hence greater fuel
availability. A large varie@ of fuel additives has been
suggwted for preventing and removing carbon deposits in
commercial furnaces and diesel engines. Several investiga-
tions in turbojet combustcm have indicated at least moderate
success with materials such as amyl nitrate, thiophene, and
orgrmo-mettdliccompounds (refs. 2 to 8). .Carbondeposition
studies with some of the more promising fuel additives were
conducted at the NACA Lewis laboratory, and the results
of these studies are presented herein. The additives in-
cluded four organo-metallic compounds, ten commercial
fuel additives (most of which contained organo-metallic
compounds), and nine oxygen-bearing compounds. The
additives were blended, inmost cases, with a hTo.2 furnace
oil. Limited data were also obtained with some of the
additivw blended with JP-3 and Z&t fuels. Several ad-

,ditives were emnined in more than one concentration to
determine the effect of concentration. AU experiments were
conducted at the conditions simulating an engine with a
prewure ratio of 4. The exhaust-gas smoke concentration
was also‘measured.

FUELS AND ADDITIVES

The fuels used in this invest~ation are described in table I.
They are designated by NACA-assigned numbers. Engine
operating experience with fuels containing small concentra-
tions of high-boiling aromitic hydrocarbons has shown that
these components contribute markedly to carbon deposition.

TABLE I.—FUELS USED IN INVESTIGATION

Fuel Fue&ype Dwrfptfon
(a)

m-m JP-3
51-353 JP-3 &RiS%nt m-ml phu10mfgh&wp&w&tbt#&wo.

K&u JP-3 mp&lwY+Y&?2T;’S&.p~:$wy-
of a- an L%.mllltbyionph

m-w JP4 @l%Ev&-ls*&= w%
%%YH-U rati6way .dmflarto

.Yz-s3 JP+
m-m JP4 %&iR%%wH3&slo m-efuht-lmeent dmfxtm’a

of a- and @monam ylnaphthalexmhfgjwbfling df-
oyclfoaromatiubland tmsafnelf= additlm testd

62-117 JP-t ‘~sh bbd~ from WI-PnrfW ~~

w-m B

52-119 JP4 :$i%iw%iiii!!w!i!!i%iii?:l=

m-m J’P-l
Y:&z%-””f” Lwwafws

&ti~+&yh18 h

.!W160 Jr+ “rmw qualfty”

a-%
Exm JP-3
52-70 J-P-i
64-1C3 JP-t

“ I

U8YIfnaln@-mmbnstorondMl+mlme &is
64-109 JP+
64-110 JP4
64-111 JP-4

F&m g~ )TrfEb qoalw’

In-41 JP-1 ‘Low’ quality”;MS fuelforaddftka tesis

49-lea
40-224 Hkiki*

7

-Bnw foek fcmaddftlva teds

~=~ Fumao3 oa9
}

. NAOA des+natlon
b,,,.,, q, referg only to whtm~~ cbmterMca. Many of tka fuels do not Ml

Tmdn Arm- -m324B @emcntfmM h

The effects of high-boiling single-ring and dicyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons on deposition were investigated with fuels tiO-
264, 51–353, 52--32, 52–50, 52–53, and 52-105 prepared at the
NACA Lewis laboratory. The effects of low- and higlt-
boiling single-ring aromatics and high-boilhg clicyclic
aromatics on deposition were investigated with fuels 62-I 17,
52–118, 52-119, and 52-120, which were distributed by the
Coordinating Research Council as a part of a coopemtivo
research program on carbon deposition. Fuels 64-10S, 64-
109, 54-110, and 54-111 were similarly distributed by the
Coordinating Research Council to study the reliability of tlm
smoke-volatility index as a measure of the carbon-forming
propensity of Jl?+ fuels. Most of the remaining fuels wero
JP-3 and JT-4 fuels of both high and low quality with respect
to carbon-forming tendencies; many were obtained from
reiimry production batchea. l?uok 49-162, 49-224, 63-193,
and 55-89 were base fuels for most of the additive tests;
52–105 and 5441 were also used as base fuels in some of
these tests.

Fuel 52–30 (JP-3) is indicated herefi as a fuel tested in
both the single combustor and in a full-scale engine. Actu-
ally, the full-scale test was conducted with two different
batches of JP-3 fuel. Fuel 52–30 was blended from these
two batches, in the same proportions as used in the full-scale
engine. The components of the blend had similar physical
and chemical properties.

AnalysM of the fuels examined are presented in table II.
Smoke-volatility index (WI) is deiined m

SV1=Smoke point+ O.42(vol.-percent fuel boiling under
400° F)

Military fuel procurement specification MIL-F-6624B,
which contains an iYV1limitation, requires that smoke point
be determined by method 2107 of specification W-L-791,
Most of the fuels listed in table II were tested before tl.m
acceptance of this method. ~The smoke points reported for
these fuels were measured with the modified Davis factor
lamp described in reference 9. The two test methods agree
reasonably well, and no distinction is made between them in
this report.

The NACA K factor (table II) is a function of the vola-
tility and hydrogen-carbon ratio of the fuel:

K=(t+600) (0.7) gg::”~
.

where t is the volumetric average boiling temperatum (“J?),
and H/C is the hydrogen-carbon ratio. Values of the K
factor were estimated from an enlargement of figure 3 of
referenca 1.

Although the mechanism by which additives might reduce
carbon formation is not understood, it has been suggested
that the presence of an oxygen-bearing compound in the area
where carbon is formed may result in oxidation of the carbon.
Some success has been obtained in experiments with alkyl
nitrates, particularly amyl nitrate (ref. 6). Other moans of
providing in oxygen-bearing compound would be fuol-
soluble organo-metallic compounds, which, when burned,
will produce a metallic oxide. The additives listed in tablo
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TABLE 111-COMPOSITIONS OF ADDITIVE BLENDS

Addltire CompOstilon
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FIGURE I.—Liner and dome of J33 single combustor used in oarbon-
deposition investigation.

additive concentrations were investigated; in many cases
the quantity of additive avaiIable limited the number of tcs[s
conducted. Since the experiments were made over rtperiod
of years, several different base fuels were employed. Tho
base fuels were chosen for their high carbon-forming pro-
pensity.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
SINQLE COMBU=OES

Installation.—The siugle-combustor tests were conductod
with the J33 liner and dome assembly shown in figure 1.
The liner and dome from a production engine wero welded
together to assure consistent alinement of parts in each test,
The facility in figure 2(a) was used for tests at low inht nir
pressure and temperature, and that in figure 2(b) for the
higher inlet air pressure and temperature. The combustor
liner and dome were installed @ a housing shnihw to tho J33
combustor housing, except that circular inlet and ~.shaust
hxmsition sections were used. Airflow rate rmd air pressuro
in the combustor were controlled by remotely oporatcd
valves in the combustor inlet and outlet ducting. Watcr-
spray nozzles in the exhaust ducts cooled the gases prior 10
their passage through the exhaust control valves.

The desired combustor-inlet air tempekatum wns obt,aincd
by using either electric preheater (fig. 2(a)) or rtgnsolinc-
fired heat exchanger (fig. 2(b)). The gasoline-fired hont.
exchanger consisted of a series of coiled Inconel tubes, con-
nected in parallel, through which the high-pressure oh’
flowed. The tubes were heated externally, in crossflow, by
combustion gases from an wmiliary turbojet combusto~.
Airilow and fuel-flow rates to the combustor were measured
by means of square-edged orfice plates (installed according
to ASME specifications) and calibrated rotametcrs, re-
spectively.

1 ,

Commemlal addltks 1

A-------------- W* cropper---------
o.ii!. o

LO

S3-m
63-1’J3

-

CLow

a 10M

0.02s9
.0239

E-.----. ---.1 Cobalt. --.-..-----.---l L09 I 0.1098 I E?-193
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...............Lead, eolmlt-------- LO

J+-------------- Lad__ .--. -,----- 2 w
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49-lm
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0.223
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J-__.. ___.-l Lad-. -.-..-.+ 2m. I am I .53-183
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III that are of known composition were chosen to represent
a variety of oxygen-bearing organic materials, including four
alkyl nitrates, an alkil nitrite, two nitro-compoumk, a
peroxide, an ether, and a mxie@ of organo-metallic com-
pounds of iron, cadmium, or lead. Two di&ent compounds
of lend were tested, lead naphthenate and tetraethyl lead.
The commercial additives listed in table III varied in their
intended application. They included diesel fuel additives,
gasoline additives, and oil furnace cleanem. None were
developed specifically for turbojet combustor application,
but all were intended to remove or retard carbon and soot
formation resulting from the combustion of low-grade fuels.
In most cases these additives contained only a small concen-
tration of an active ingredient in a fuel-soluble carrier.
They were examined spectroscopically to determine their
principal elemental constituents.

The additive concentrations investigated (table III) were
based on published and unpublished test data obtained from
other laboratories and on recommendations by the msxm-
facturers of the additives. In several cases a number of

(a) Low-pressure facility. (b) High-pressure facility. ~
FIGmm 2.-Single-combustor &ation and auxiliary equi~n;
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FIGURE 3.—Cross seotion of

(b)

(b) High-pressure fadity.

singI~ombustor installation showing auxiliary ducting and location of temporaturc- cmd
instruments in instrumentation planea.

prcssurr+mensuring
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Combustor temperature and pressure instrumentation.—
Diagrammatic cross sections of the combustor and its auxil-
iary ducting and the position of instrumentation planea in
the test instrdlation am shown in figure 3. Thermocouples

Airflow I
I /‘\ ,, T‘Llnner WUI[

of duct
.

-+” Tu~ng 3&

1 Ccrnbwlorcenleime J

Tolol-preswre roke Iro+mmtonlon
(sec. A-A)

rMrcmt-Alumel
thermox@e IIWn&W#s

(sec. B-B)

—

(0)

(a) Low-pressure faoility.

5“
R )

.— J
,I

L--d.—
I

3:”

A-

Combuslcu qnledine-.

‘ “ Tubing,.<:~

1

,.- ‘.,.- ‘ \\

1“

L

1

R
1:w

.

and total-pressure tubes in each instrumentation plane were
located at centers of equal areas. Construction details of
the tempwature- and pressure-measuring instruments are
shown in figure 4. In the low-pressure installation iron-
constantan thermocouples were used to measure combustor-
inlet air temperature (sec. B–B, fig. 3(a)), and Chromel-
Alumel thermocouples to measure combustor-outlet gas
temperature (sec. C–C, fig. 3(a)). The pressure and tem-
perature data were obtained by means of manometers and
automatic-balancing potentiometers, respectively. In the
high-pressure facility the inlet air and eshaust gas tempera-
tures were measured by Chromel-Alumel thermocouples
(plane Y-Y, fig. 3(b)), and by plati.num-13-percent-rhodium-
platinum thermocouples (sec. B–B, fig. 3(b)), res.pcctively.
The supports for the platinum-rhodium-platinum thermo-
couples were made of brass and were cooled by rLstream of
high-pressure air bled from the combustion-air supply up-
stream of the oriiice. Inlet air and eshaust gas total pres-
sures were measured by the probes shown in figure 4(b)
connected to strain-g~oe pressure transduce. All com-
bustor pressures and temperatures were indicated on
automnt~c-balancing potentiometers.

1 u

- Sick uiew—-
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u--! F1“
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I
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UUrXIWf-Alurn4
Ccmbustw-artlet

Pt-13~Rh-Pt !etol-presWe *
(pfOne x-x)

%%%e
~= (sec. c-c)
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(b)

(b) High-preewre faoility.

FIGURE -1.-Construotion details of temperature- and presure-mwuring instruments.
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FIGURE 5. —Diagranl of smoke meter.

Smoke measurements.-lk the low-pressure
exhaust ms samples were withdramn through

facility,
a single

total-hea~ probe ~entrally located in the exha&t duct. ‘k
tho high-pressure facility the samples were obtained from a
three-point total-bend probe located in ,the exhaust duct.
Tho apparatus used to determine the relative quantity of
smoke in the exhaust gnseswas a moditlcation of a comrner-
citdly available smoke tester (shown diagrammatically in
fig. 5). The meter consisted essentially of an air-cooled
filter press containing a paper filter’ disk, and an automatic
metering system. The gas ~ample was metered through a
sonicMow ofice; the flow duration wns controlled by a
solenoid valve actuated by rm electric timer. A preemre-
reguhting valve maintained constant upstream or%ce pres-
sure. Location of the fltez upstream of the control equip-
ment eliminated the possibility of depositing soot on the
control valves and orifice. The relative amounts of exhauat-
gos smoke, reported as “smoke density,” were measured by a
transmission densitometer. The values reported represent
the difference in optical densi~ between the smoke-covered
and the clean titers.

Experimental procedure.-The single-combustor tests
were conducted at the following combustor operating con-
ditions:

I Corldftkon
I

k-l-=

Ll_
Infet alr total p_lb/sq h. ah---------------------------- ~m5 14L o
Inlet ah tempeiaturej F--------------------------------------
Afmnw ratq W*-------------------------------------------- ;,% M
Exhaust EM tempemturq “F----------------------------------- lW
COmbuNorreferemovefmfty, ft@.ec--__._..– . . ..– .. .. .. . . 110
.ipp~bf@mdO ------------------------------------ u Olz o.z
Runtfmq h—----------------------------------------- 4 L6

Aryltimosfranwd rnn-salleagrm? Cmdltform
pralmre mtio--—-.—-.—--------- ——--—------

Tm3 p-t ma----------------------------- 4 12
Al tnd k-–—.-----..-.. -..--.. -.-–. -. —--------- m,+
Flf@t &n& nuti ------------------------------------ 0.s$’

C-ombustor reference velocity is based on the maximum
cross-sectional area of the combustor, the weight flow of air,
and the density of the air at combustor-inlet conditions.
The conditions were chosen to represent two widely diiferent

test conditions; no attempt was made to investigate tho
effect of any individual operating parameter. Twenty fuels
were tested at coalition A, and six JP-4 fuels were tested at
condition B. The run time was decreased to 1.6 hours at
condition B because of limited supplies of several of the fuels
and because of the limited life of the combustor liner at tho
higher pressure and temperature. All additivo tests woro
conducted at condition A.

For csrbon-deposition measurements, the combustor liner
and dome nssembly, including the ignition plug, was cleaned
with mechanical rotating brushes and weighed on a torsion-
type balance before the test run. After the prescribed
period of operation the assembly was reweighed; the diflcw-
ence in weight represented the ~mount of carbon deposition
reported herein. Generally, at least one check test wns
conducted. The exhaust-gas smoke density WM measured
at intervals during each run. The values of smoke donsily
reported herein nreaverages of the severnlindividual mensurc-
memtsmade during each test run.

After each test with a fuel-additive blend, the fuel sysl cm
was drained and purged with the baso fuel to removo any
residual additive. One or more check runs with tho bnm
fuel were made between tests with each of tho ndditives to
determine the effectiveness of the purgo and tho reproducib-
ility of the base-fuel deposits.

FULL-SCALE ENGINES

Three fulkmale turbojet engineswere run at various ongino
conditions in the carbon-deposition investigation.

(a)

Sparkplug @TOp@

@- a

f)
a ccdrlla~ @

684 5 Sporkplug
.,

(b)

‘Pa’p’u’o%%o
(c)

(a) Engine I.
(b) Engine 11.
(o) Engine III.

FIQTJILE 6. —Diagrams showing relative loontions of combustom in
fulkcale engines (looking downatrenm).
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haunE 7. —Carbon deposits in J33 single-combustor liner after 4hour
run with fuel 49-224.

Engine I.—Engine I had a centrifugal-flow compressor
with a pressure ratio of 4 and 14 individual tubular com-
lmstors. The combustor numbers, sparkplug locations, and
direction of comprwaor rotation are shown schematically in
figure 6(a). The engine was operated at sea level at zero
flight speed on a cyclic operating schedule. The operating
cycle consisted in approximately 5 minutes at idle engine
speed (4000 rpm) followed by 15 minutes at takeoff speed
(11,500 rprn). The idle time included the time for accelera-
tion and deceleration. There was no regularly scheduled
shutdown period. The performance of the engine was in-
vestigated at 6000 rpm before each day of operation to
ascertain constancy of performance. The intended run
time for each test was 50 hours. Both new and used com-
bustor liners and used domes were cleaned, if necessary, but
not ,weighed before any one test. After the completion of
the test, the liners and domes were weighed, cleaned with
wire brushes, and reweighed. The d.iilerencein weight was
considered the weight of the carbon deposited.

Engine H,—Engine H had an axial-flow compressor with
rLpressureratio of 5 and eight individual tubuhm combustors
(fig. 6(b)). The engine was operated at sea-level static con-
ditions for a total time of 25 hours. This time was divided
into seven 3-hour periods followed by a 4-hour period. At
the beginning and end of each period,”the engine was oper-
ated for 5 minutes at rated conditions (7600 rpm); during the
rest of each period, it was operated at 90-percent rated speed.
Following each period of operation, the engine was shut
down for approximately 2 hours. The new combustor liners
used for the investigation were weighed before and after 25
hours of operation, and the increase in weight was considered
M the weight of the carbon deposited.

Engine IU,-Engine III had an axial-flow compressor
with a pressure ratio of 5.2 and eight individual tubular
combustom (fig. 6(c)). This engine was operated at sea-
level static conditions for a total time of 37 hours and 47
minutes. The maximum running time for any one day was
about lx hours, which included running at engine speeds
from 3000 to 7950 rpm. About 75 percent of the total
operating time was at 795o (rated) rpm, and the other 25
percent at engine speeds varying between 3000- and 7950
rpm. The complete test covered a time period of about ljf
months. Combusbm liners, which had been previously
used, were cleaned with wire brushes and then weighed
before and after the complete test. The increase in weight
was considered as the weight of the carbon deposited.

RESULTS
EPPECT OF FURL PROPERTIES ON CMRBON DEPOSITS

IN SINGLR COMBUSTORS

( A photograph of carbon deposits obtained in the J33
combustm during a 4-hour test run with fuel 49–224 is
presented in figure 7. The deposits, which were concentrated
in the upstream end of the liner around the fuel-injection
nozzle and the sparkplug, tieighed about 34 grams. Carbon-
deposition data obtained in this type combustor with 21
fuels are presented in table IV. At the lower inlet air
pressure and temperature (condition A), average deviations
in individual test results from average test results varied
from 1 to 16 percent. At condition B the average devia-
tions were greater, vaxyiug from 8 to 30 percent.

TABLE IV.-SINGLE-COMBUSTOR DEPOSITS WITH FUELS
- #------ ..- -—. ”.- . . , . ..- -— . ..- . . ..-c-a —----

M-264
61-3s3

E&30

62-M

KI-76
m-m
62-117

Kd-118
62-119
62-MI
62-166

64-4i
u-m
64-lUJ
64-110
64-ill

I

Oarbon depositj
* g A_-

t thn.
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~- ‘5’

1 2 3 4 5
1 I 1 1 ,

2.:—----—----
m 1

144
22

-----
6.4
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4.8
Ii8

% i
-.----
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13.9

bt;

12.8
16.4

.- —-.
--.—-
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-——-
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1.2

6.4

2:
b7.7
——.-

23.3
17.0
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&
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--.—.
------
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------
-—---
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2;
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----—
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$;

10.4
------
-. —..
------
------
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------
---.--
------
-—.--

——
.. —.-
-..---
-----
------
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--—-
---—-
------
_—---
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—-—-
------
------
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-—..-
-—-—
------
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-—---
--.—.
-—.-
--—.-
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_--.--
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—.—-

Uo
144
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●a7
17.2
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.7.4
6.6
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2L7
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—.---
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4

i
-.-. —
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:
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:

1!
16
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Gray deposits were obtained with fuels 52–28, W-166,
5349, rind 54-111. As will be noted in n later section of
this report, similar-colored depositi were observed in tests
with f~els “centaining small amounts of lead or cadmium.
Spectrographic analysis of the deposits with fuel 54-111
at condition A indicatcd lead, which is assumed to have
been present in the fuel as rLcontaminant. The deposits
with thii fuel at condition B showed no evidence of lead.
It is ~ery possible that the lead waa present in the fuel as
tetraethyl lead, the antiknock additive used in aviation
gasoline. The high inlet air temperature at condition B
may have vaporized this volatile compound so rapidly
that no signiha.nt quantity reached the carbon-forming
areas of the liner walls. Another possible explanation for
the inconsistency is that the fuel ~as received in fourteen
55-grdlon dru-, only a part of which may have been
contaminated.

Smoke-volatility itiex

40
I I I I I I I I I I ! 1!
41111111111 Fu’el

Smoke point mm

o
NACA K factor

(a) Condition A: Inlet air pressur ~ 26.5 pounds per square inch
absolute; inlet air temperature, 271° F; reference velooity, 110 feet
per secohd; outlet tempemturq 1100° F.

Average deposits obtained at
plotted against smoke-volatility
NACA K factor in figure 8. At

conditions A and B nrc
index, smoke point, nml
condition A tho deposits

generally increased with decreasing smoke-volatility index
or smoke point an’d with incrcming K factor, Tho solid
symbols of figure 8 denote deposits that show-cdovidonco
of metal contamination. These data points wem not con-
sidered in the fairing of the correlation curves. Tailecl
symbols in figure 8 denote deposit data o$tained in onrlier
phases of the investigation. At condition B the gencrn]
trends are the same EWthose at condition A; however, tbo
deviations from a mean correlation curve are much grentw.

EFFECT OF FUZL PROPER’HES ON CARBON DEPOSITS
IN FULL-SCALE ENGINE&’

Engine I.—The carbon deposits obtained with threo test
fuels in engine I are presented in table V(a). Tho values
represent results of a single test with each fuel, Locotions
of the heaviest deposits are as shown in figure f3((L). h70
relation between the relative quantities of carbon and tho
circumferential position of the combustor is evident. Enlis-
sion spectra of gray powder deposits obtained from the
downstream end of liners after the test with fuel 52-2S
indicated that these deposits contained u large amount of
lead. Silar deposits were noted with this fuel in the
single-combustor tests (table IV).

Fuel-nozzle filter plugging during the tit test wi~h fuel
52–76 limited the fuel flow to tho engine to such an extent
that the desired engine speed could not be nmintaincd; the
test was terminated after 37 hours and 64 minutes. This

I

Smoke-vobtility index

Smoke point, mm

I

o
NACA K foctor

(b) Condition B: Inlet air pressure, 141.0 pounds per squara inch
absolute; inlet ti temperature, 640° F; reference velooity, 130 feet,
per second; outlet temperature, 1800° F.

FIGURE 8.—Relation between average oarbon deposits in single tubular combustor and empirical fuel factors.
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run is not included in the analysis of data but is show-nin
table V(rL) only to indicate, appro.xinmtely, the effect of
timc and the reproducibility of the amount of carbon ob-
tnined from a single fuel. In a second test with fuel 52-76
the desired number of running houra was obtained, although
somo filter plugging did occur. A considerable amount of
crwbon remained on the ignition plugs after fuel 52-76 was
used,

Engine II,-The carbon deposits obtained in engine II
with a minimumquality JI?-3 fuel (50-264) are presented
in table V(b). The values represent results of a single test.
Carbon deposits were found in the dome end of the combustor
and on tlm fuel nozzle. There was some evidence of greater

TABLE V.—FULL-SCALEENGINE DEPOSITS WITH VIUUOUS
FUELS

(a) ‘rhre8fmL9 irlallglm I.

-’~-

l--
“.--–- z. —.–,.,. — -
Uarlmn u~tmn, g

==i=
Dome DomeLlmz Liner u

7.9

Q::
3.s
7.s

la o
7.7

1:1
7.3

lL 5
14.0
10.!2
rL4

1222

.10.1

rl----------- 42
2-_ . . .._._-- &2
3--------- 7.7
4---------- 7.4
5-------- 7.3

6----------- 7.0
7---------- 8.0
8_________ 3.7
9----------- !23

10-------------- 5.7

il... ________ a.9
lo__. ..-_-_.. 44
lo------------- 5.4
Id----------- 6.8

Dome

48
;:

48
7.2

8.4
4.8

H.
5.6

40
&o

‘k:

13.3 89
7.8 7.7
7.0 49

12 i a:

M 1
~:

;:
lL9 7.2
7.7 &o

9.4 7.a
IL8

.::
1:: 9.0

19.a
12.7
lL 2

1::

15.3
17.6
2L0
Ill b
lL 9

l&2
lh 1
16.0
2L7

22:

10.0

H

13.7
17.8
25a
l&4
25.0

10.4
L-41
17.1
lL4

+

——
135.6 107.8

9.7 b&2t

Total -------- E3.O

Average w
lbm or dome.. K 9

23L4

la 5

73.2

3.2

2ms

>1s6

m. 6

,13.9

149
I

bai

(b) Fue15W-341nengineIL Rmr
Umq 23home.

~) FUd~7~7h#bM=IIL Run
.>

Cmnbmtor car- g

1-- . . . . . . . . . ..-. ----- h?
2.--- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a.__ --__- . . . . . 1$:
4--.. .-.. .-.. -- . . . . . . &e
6------------------ 46
6-------------------
7------------------ 2:
8-------------------- 22

ToM-------------- SL2

Average ---------- ma

Combnstor Carbon, g

1-------------------- 9.4
2-------------------- 7.9
a-------------------- 8.5
4-------------------- 126
5-------------------- m 7
6----------------- 9.1
7----------------- 5.0
8-------------------- 9.2

TotaL ------------- 724

Avemga -------- - 9.1

F1aurt~ %—Cnrbon deposits obtained in combuator 7 of full+cale
engine III with fuel 52-76. TABLE VI.-SINGLECOMBUSTOR EXHAUST-GAS

SMOKE DATA

‘:’” A* Tl ‘*:B

deposition in combustion chambers located at the bottom
of tho engine. A much larger amount of soot %as found
in the c.xhauatmuiller than had been obtained from previous
tests of this duration with a production JP-3 fuel.

Engine III.-Carbon deposits obtained in engine III with
n minimumquality JP-4 fuel (52-76) are shown in table
V(c). The -dues represent results of a single test. The
lmgc deposit weight obtained in combustor 7 (fig. 6(c))
wus caused by a large deposit on one of the spadcplugs,
us shown in figure 9. Abnormally large deposits in combus-
tora using the type of sparhrlug shown in figure 9 have been
obtained previously. Several of the liners were severely
wnrppd after the test and had to be replaced.

During the test with this fuel, the exhaust cooling water
draining from the eshaust mtier was black. Inspection of
the inside of the nmfller showed large quantities of soot; one
total-pressure ralm was plugged with soot. This amount of
exlmusb soot vms much greater than that normally en-
countered with production JF’-4 fuel.

CZofj~7+o_22

Smoke density-- 0:;; a: 0.18 0.31 ao? ala
.14 :2-J

0.13 0.12
.m. .Ia
.09 -:*

.10
.14 .12
.18 -:? . la .63 -... :E :2
.n ---- .19 -:!! .M ---- .09 ----
.16 ---- .03 ---- .I1 ----
.18 ---- :2 :::: .04 ---
.18 ---- .14 ---- .05 ---- :: :1:

+
----

~

0.13

17

EFFECT OF PURL PROPER- ON SMOKE FORBiATION

Exhaust-gas smoke data were obtained only in the single
combustor with fuels 54-108, 54–109, 54-110, and 54–111
(table VI). In most casea two or three determinations were
made during each carbondeposit test run. Average per-
centage deviations varied from 12 to 30 percent. Because of
inaccuracies in the smoke measurement technique, the
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❑
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❑
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o
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/

—: /
/ ‘

% 300 310 330
NACA K3%’ctof

340 350

FIQum 10.—Relation between exhrw+gas smoke density obtained

with JP-4 fuels and empirical fuel factors.

larger percentage deviations genarally occurred at lower
values of smoke density. Average smoke densities are
plotted in figure 10 against smoke-?olatility index, smoke
point, and NACA K factor. At both conditions exhaust-gas
smoke density decreased with increasing smoke-volatility
index or smoke point and with decreasing K factor. A
reasonable correlation was obtained only at condition A,
however; and only the data for this test condition were used
to fair the cmrvesin figure 10.

EPFECT OF ADDITIVES ON CABBON DEPOSITION
AND BXEAUST-QAS SMOKE

The effect of a number of fuel additivea on cnrbon deposi-
tion and exhaustqyia smoke concentration was inveatig~tecl
in the single turbojet combustor at condition A. The tesis
were conducted over a considerable pwiod of time with n
number of different base fuels. In some cases the baso fuel
was changed to determine the effect of some additives on the
carbon-forming properties of different fuel compositions.
In other cases, the supply of base fuel was depleted and new
supplies varied in composition.

The results obtained ‘h tests with 23 difleront nclditiws
are presented in table VII. With base fuels 49-162, 4%224,
52–105, 54-41, and 55-89, representing a wide variety of fuel
properties, reproducibility was considered satisfactory; the
average deviations in individual test runs from the avwnge
deposit obtained in all runs with the particular bam fuel
ranged from 2 to 21 percent. Base fuel 63–193 was USC(I
during several periods of the investigation. During any one
period, reproducibility with this fuel was also satisfactory,
with average deviations from 1 percent (run series 15) to
14 percent (r& series 28 through 43). However, the averngo
base-fuel deposit obtained in each of the several periods of
operation tiered considerably: The average deposit in
run series 15 was 20.5 grams; in run series 28 through 43 it
w% 28.3 grams; and in run series44 through 53, 36.6 grams.
The large difference may be partly attributed to aging,
which would increase the gum content of the fuel and mny
affect deposits (ref. 10).

Multiple additive test runs were conducted where suillcicnt
quantities of the additive were avnilable. For the multiplo

Mdilwe

:$yn#p
Amyl nitmte
Iscatyi rtitmte

A@ mlrite
2*tr~
NIlro&mzol
/&f-Butyi Iydmpemxide
Oieliyl ettw

G@cb@mtdie+ircm
Cmdm”um nqhthmote

Leod rqh!hecmle

Tetme@t Imd

Mdilive A

AcWive B
Additive C

AcHitim D

Ackiiiit@ E

Additiw F

AMdi~e G
A&litivt H
Additive I
Additive J

Caup#gn,
o

0.5
3.7
I .0

&
3.5
4.2
3.1
2.5

0.05

{ ;~:

❑ 49-162 I

❑ 49-224 ~

❑ 52-105

❑ 53-193 of 55”s9

❑ 54-41

FImmm Il.—Relative effectiveness of 23 additives in reduoing turbojet
combustion-chamber oarbon deposits.
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TABLE VII.-CARBON-DEPOSIT AND EXHAUtH’-GASSMOKE DATA ~TH FUEL ADDITIVES
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tests tlm menn deviation of deposits in individual test runs
from the average deposit.values varied from Oto 18 percent.
The percent changes in deposit from the base-fuel deposit
are based upon average deposit values obtained with the
bme fuel during the period of testing with the particular
ndditive, For test run series 2S through 43 the average
base-fuel deposit value of 28.3 (obtained from runs 28, 30,
33, 36, 37, and 43) was used for additive data obtained in
intervening test runs. Similarly, for runs 44 through 53 an
average base-fuel deposit. value of 35.6, obtained from run
series46, 49, 51, and 53, waa used.

The relative effectiveness of the additives in reducing
cnrbon deposits is compared in figure 11. Average carbon
deposits, in percentage of base-fuel deposits, are shown ody
for the additive concentrations that ~=ve the largest reduc-
tions in deposit. in general, the oxygenated compounds
(rdkylated nitrates, amyl nitrite, nitropropane, nitrobenzol,
tert-buty] hydropero-side, and dietl yl ether) were con-
siderably less effective than the organo-metallic compounds
and the commercial additives, which wero rdso primarily
organo-rnetallic. The most effective oxygenated compound,
isooctyl nitrate, reduced base-fuel deposits almost 30 percent,
while the most effective organo-metallic compound, dicyclo-
pentmlienyliron, reduced base-fuel deposits about SO per-
Ccllt. Additive A, the most effective of the commercial
ndditives, reduced bnse-fuel deposits 74 percent. A quali-

Additive concentrotio~ ‘% by weight

(a) C@qmo-metalho and commercial compounds.

3 Mditive &cenkotion, “A by weight

8

(b) O.sygenated compounde. Base fuel, 63-193.

Fxmnm 12~—Effect of additive concentmtion on oarbon deposit

in single J33 combustor.

tative spectroscopic analysis of additivo A showed thnt it
contained lead and copper (table HI).

A comparison of results obtained with n number of addi-
tives (A, D, and lead naphthenute) that were tested in mom
than one base fuel indicates that the relative effectiveness
of an additive varied markedly with the base fuel. For
example, additive A in No. 2 furnace oil (63–193) reduced
deposits 74 percent; the samo concentration of ndclitivo A
in the same furnace oil at a much l~ter date (aged furd)
reduced deposits 57 percent; and the same additive in a
high-carbon-forming JP+t fuel (54-41) reduced deposits
38 percent.

The effect of additive concentration on carbon doposits was
determined with nine of the additives. Figure 12 shows that
the effect of additive concentration on deposits wrw not
consistent. For somo additives (dicyclopcntadionyliron and
lead naphthenate), small concentrations producccl the hwgo
reductions in deposits. A high concentration of lend
naphthenate in fuel 52-105 producocl cloposits grcaler than
those obtained with the base fucd alone.

Deposits obtainecl with additive blends centaining lend or
cadmium wero colored gray or yellow-gray in some arcns of
the combustor liner. Tho deposits obt~inod with dic.yclo-
pentadienyliron were reddish. Thcso colorations indicato
the presence of metal and motrd o.udes. The deposits wero
not chemically analyzed.

Exhaust-gas smoke data were obtained with many of tho
base fuels and additive-base-fuel blends; thcso d~tn nrc
presented in table VII. Large variations m smoke ratings
were observed with the base fuels, and the smoke ratings of
the additive blenclswere generally within the ranges obtainod
with the base fuels. Hence, no effect of the additives
smoke concentration is apparent.

DISCUSSION

EMPIRICAL RRLATIONS BETWEEN CARBON DEPOSITS AND FUEL
PROPERTIES

sin~le+ombustor carbon deposits obtained at inlet

on

mir
temperature and pressure simulating oporation of an cngino
with a compressor pressureratio of 4 at a 20,000-foot, nltitudo
(condition A) correlated reasonably well with any of thrco
empirical fuel factom-smoke-volatility index, smoko point,
and NACA K factor. The data included in the correlations
were obtained OVI+a considerable period of time, and thwo
is some,indication that the more recent data (plain symbols,
f%. 8(a)) deihe rLcorrelation curve at a slightly higher level
of deposit. The correlations applied equally well to JP-3
and JT4 fuels.

The relative accuracy of tho throo fuel-factor correlations
can be judged by emnnining deviations of the deposit clatw
from the correlation ‘curve. The deviations for condition A
are as follows:

I I I

I -ma] factor

Srnohmhttlfty tide . . ---------------------------------- 27 rQ4smM*t ----------------------------------------------- 17 07
NAO.4 Km... --... -----. _--- . . ..-. ----. -.-. -J.-- . . .._ 12 24
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Tlm nvemge deviations were calculated from the equation

EC&
Average deviation= ‘“ Xloo

n

where y—~. is the absolute cliilcrenco between the deter-
mined and predicted values of carbon deposit, yd is the pre-
dicted value, and n is the number of determinations.

Data for fuels suspected of being contaminated were not
included in them calculations. Based on average deviation
or maximum deviation, both the smoke point and the K
factor gave mom accurate deposit correlations than the
smoke-volatility index; the smallest deviations were obtained
with the K factor. Smoke point and K factor were &.o the
most accurate of about ten factors examined in reference 1.
It should be pointed out that simplicity, as well as accuracy,
is an importaqt criterion for a satisfactory fuel procurement
specification. The determination of an accurate value of
hydrogen~ttrbon ratio, required to compute the K factor, is
considerably more dit%cult than the measurement of smoke
point.

The range of fuel properties included in the correlations of
figure 8(a) is much greater than that normally considered for
jet-engine fuels. For example, fuel 54-41 had accelerated
and existent gum contents about 6 times those allowed by
current procurement spechications. This particular fuel
produced the high values of maximum deviation noted in the -
smoke-point and smoke-volatility-index correlations. Data
of reference 10 show that high values of gum contbnt can
cause increased deposits that may not be predicted by em-
ptilcal fuel factors. Restricting the range of fuel properties,
in order to maintain other desirable fuel characteristics,
would be expected to reduce deviations considerably.

At a higher inlet air temperature and pressure simulating
an engine with a compressor pressure ratio of 7 operating at
sea level (condition B), deposits did not satisfactorily corre-
late with any of the fuel factors. Preliminary examination
of other fuel characteristics that could affect carbon deposi-
tion (ref. 1) did not yield any better correlation of the data.
Tlm mean straight lines drawn through the data in figure
8(b) are, however, approximately parallel to the correspond-
ing correlation lines for condition A (fig. 8(a)). In reference ‘
11 deposit data obtained at several different operating condi-
tions in an annular combustor also gave approximately
parallel correlation lines with K faotor. The poor correlation
obtained with the condition B data maybe the result of more
erratic carbondeposition patterns that were observed at
high inlet air temperature. At this condition carbon was
deposited in isolated areas around the upstream end of the
combustion chamber, and some of the heavier deposits may
lmvo broken away from the walls. In comparison, at low
irdet air temperature conditions carbon was generally found
uniformly deposited in a sizable area around the fuel nozzle
of this combustor.

The fukcale-engine data obtained in this investigation
are too limited to ascertain the applicability of the correla-
tions to full-scale engines. Additional unpublished carbon-
deposit data for three full-scale engines are presented in table

VIII. Two of the engines (types I and ID) were of the smne
type as used in the present investigation. -Engine IV had an
axial-flow compressor of 6.8 pressure ratio and an annulm
prevaporizing combustor. The engines were operated 10
hours at static sea-level conditions on cyclic operating sched-
ules. The deposits listed are average values for each com-
bustion chamber of engine types I and III or each vaporizer
tube of the annular vaporizing combustor (type IV). Com-
parison of the data of tables VIII pnclIV shows that deposit
deviations in the full-scale engines are considerably greater
than those in the single cornbustor.

TABLE VIII.-FULL-SCAJ.JE-ENGINE CARBON DEPOSITS

Aa= AVelagO
varlatirm,

ATAOA fuel defmslt, g pwcmt

(n) (b)

‘ml
Engfna I

54-10s ti9 16
64-1OB %3 la
Who 39.0 11
J5+lll 4.30 15

Engfna III

- w ‘
s AriLbm8Ucal amrage dqx.sits in enoh mm-

*or fuel vapmizar.
b Arfthmetlc81 averago -t vrdatlan of

dep3.dt9 fn Mklrkml mmbufibn *-
or, fnel v8p3* from nrfthmetknl ammge
dwcslt V8hWS

The oarbondeposit data obtained with three fuels in the
type I full-scale engine at the NACA Lewis laboratory (table
V(a)) and the full-scale-engine data of table VIU are plotted
against smoke-volatility index, smoke point, and NACA
K factor in figure 13. Data for the two type I engines would
not be expected to fall on a single curve, since different oper-
ating conditions were used. The three fuel factors correlated
the limited full-scale-engine (types I, III, and IV) deposit
data with about equal accuracy. Percentage deviations for
the full-scale-engine correlations were not computed because
of the limited number of fuels tested. Carbon deposition in
the full-scale engines was affected to a varying degree by
changes in fuel properties. For example, deposits in engine
IV increased only about 46 percent md those in engine III
about 450 percent when the smoke-volatility index was
decreased horn 56 to 44.

Although less quantitative in nature, the results obtained
in full-male engines II and 111 tested at the NACA Lewis
laboratory exhibited similar trends. Ii engine II (table
V@)), much more soot was observed in the exhaust mniller
with fuel 50-264 (SVI=45.5, smoke point= 17.2, K=331)
than with a number of production batches of JP-3 having
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FImRH 13. —Relation between carbon deposits in full-scale turbojet
engines and empirical fuel factors.

properties very similar i% those of fuel 52-30 (SV1=66,
smoke point= 32.3, K=277). In the type III full-wda
engine (table V(c)) much more soot was observed in the
cmhaustmufller, along with a greater tendency toward spark-

plug fouling, with fuel 52–76 (iSVI=61, smoke point= 16,6,
K=316) than with production fuels similar to 52-28 (iWI=
78, smoke point= 40.0, K=252).

The order of carbon deposition among the fuels in tlm
single combustor at condition A was the same as in tho full-
scale engines; however, figure 13 ihows that percentage
changes in the deposit values between the fuels were not tho
same. Except for engine Ill, deposits in the single com-
bustor increased at a more rapid rate as “fuel quality” da- ,
creased. The variation in sensitivity between the singlo
combustor and the full-scale engine is at least partly attrib-
utable to d.iihrences in operating conditions. The full-scale
engines were operated on cyclic test schedules, whereas tlm
single ccmbustor was operated at constant test conditions.
Also, the combustor’inlet and outlet passage configurations
were tierent in the single combnstor and in the full-scale
engines. At the higher pressure and tempemture singlo-
combustor condition B, no rilation between single-combustor
and full-scale-engine data is apparent. The masons for
this inconsistency are probably related to the erratic
deposition in the single combustor at condition B.

Neither the absolute level of deposition nor the rolativo
effects of fuel factora on these deposits should be used to
distinguish between good and bad combustor design in the
full-scale engines tested. In addition to carbon dopositiq

a number of other performance requirements (e.g., combus-
tion efficiency and stability, structural durabdity, and eam
of manufacture) enter into iinal combustor designs for
turbojet engines.

The empirical fuel f;tors emmined in this investigation
represent the volatility characteristic, the hydrogen-carbon
ratio, and the smoke point of the fuel. In reference 1,
which summarizes early carbondeposit research in labom-
tory combustms, many additional fuel properties were
observed to affect deposits. Approximate relations between
deposits and fuel properties such as aromatic content, aniline
point, and speciiic gravity are reported. hlany of them other
properties are, for petroleum fuels, intemelated tith distil-
lation characteristics,hydrogen-carbon ratio, or smoke point.
For example, aromatic content of a fuel directly influences
the hydrogen-carbon ratio. Tests to determine the effects of
adding specific single-ring and dicyolic aromatic hydrocarbons
to jet+pe fuels (fuel blends 51-353, 52-32, 52-50, 52-106,
52-118, 52–119, and 52–120) revealed that the smoke-
volatility index, smoke point, and K factor satisfactorily
predicted changes m carbon deposition.

Other properties of jet fuels (e.g., sulfur content and gum
ocntent) are not related to the fuel factors. The effects of
sulfur and gum on deposits were investigated in studies
reported in refe&nce 10. Limited data indic~ted that
moderate amounts of gum did not influence deposits; very
high gum contents, well above those permitted in ourrent
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jot fuds, will cause increased deposits. Although the data
were not conclusive, it appeared that one form of sulfur
(mercaptan) significantly increased depoiits while another
form (disul.tide)had no effect.

EMPIRIcAL RELATIONS BETWEEN EXHAUST-GAS SMOKE AND FUEL
PROPERTIES

The measured values of smoke density were generally very

low and may be of questionable signi.ikmce. Nevertheless,
they did vary with fuel properties in much the same way as
did carbon deposition; that is, smoke formation generally
decreased with an increase in smoke-volatility index or smoke”
point and with a decrease in K factor. Satisfactory relations
were obtained only at condition A. While these r~ults indi-
cate that smoke formation and carbon deposition are aifected
by the same factors, experience has shown that design
features tending to, alleviate the carbon-deposition problem
frequently aggravate the smoke problem, and vice versa.
Also, data presented in reference 12 show that, while fnel
volatility affected smoke density in a single combustor, the
effects were very different at different operating fuel-air
ratios. This might explain the fact that correlations with
fuel factors were obtained at one condition and not at
tinother in the present investigation. It should also be
pointed out that the empirical fuel factors considered were
developed for carbon deposition and not for exhaust-gas
smoke,

ZFFE~OF ADDITIVE+ ON CARBON FORMATION

The fuel additives investigated represent a fairly wide
vmiety of organo-metallic compounds, oxygen-bearing com-
pounds, and commercial componuds recommended for use
in reciprocating engines and furnaces to reduce carbonaceous
deposits and smoke. Spectroscopic analyses of the, com-
mercial compounds showed that most of them contained some
orfymo-metallic materials. Most of the additives tested
significantly reduced carbon deposits of the base fuel. None
of them produced effects on exhausLgas smoke concentration
that could be considered significant in view of the variations
in smoke concentrations observed with the base fuel.

Among the additivea tested, the oWgenated compounds
were generally the least effective in reducing deposits in the
single c.ambustor. The most effective oxygenated com-
pound, isooctyl nitrata, reduced base-fuel deposits almost
30 percent in a l-percent-by-weight blend. Most of the
organo-metd.lic compounds and the commercial additives
reduced deposits 60 percent or more. Additives A, B, and
J, which reduced base-fuel deposits around 70 percent, were
the most effective of the commercial additives. Tests with
tetrnethyl lead and with lead naphthenate showed wnaller
but still very significant reductions. The most effective
compound tested was dicyclopentadienyliron, lmovm com-
mercially rIs “Ferrocene.” This material reduced deposits
in all concentrations tested; the largest reduction was 80

percent, obtained with the highest additive concentration
tested (O.O5percent by weight) in a No. 2 furnace oil (fuel
53–193).

The weights of deposits reported include any metallic
deposits; therefore, actual reductions in carbon deposits
obtained with additives containing organo-metallic com-
pounds may have been somewhat greater than reported.
Furthermore, since the density of metallic deposits would be
expected to exceed the densi~ of carbon deposits, the volume
of deposits may be reduced. The volume, rather than the
weight, of deposits probably determines the effects on com-
bustor performance.

The results showed that the relative effectiveness of addi-
tivea vtied when they were used with different base fuels.
However, the experimental data do not indicate a relation
between the effectiven~ of an additive and the carbon-
formiug propensity of the fuel. Thus, the choice of the best
additive for use in jet fuels must remit horn tats with as
many widely dillerent fuels as are obtainable under the
existing fuel procurement specifications.

The effectiveness of an additive may also be expected to
vary with combustor deign, since the environment in which
the carbon is formed may vary considerably. For mample,
in a vaporizing-type combustor carbon forms inside the
vapotig tubes as well as in the flame zone. The deposits
have been found to be of diflerent composition, indicating
di.fTerencwin mode of formation. Unpublished data have in
fact shown d.iiferent effects of additives on deposits in the
flame zone arid in the vaporizing tubes of prevaporiziug
combustms.

Effectiveness in reducing deposits is not the only factor
to be considered in choo&g ‘an additive. Other- factors
include possible tiects on fuel- and combustion-system com-
ponents, ease of handling, volubility in jet fuel, storage and
high-temperature stability, availability, and cost. There is
no information available to indicate whether the additives
would be affected by a water-displacement storage system.
Very limited data obtained with fuel 52–105 and the blend
of 0.005-percent lead naphthenate in 52–105 indi~ted that
the addition of the lead naphthenate caused small increases
in both preformed gum (3 to 6 mg/100 ml) and accelerated
gum (}0 tc 14 mg/100 ml). These data indicate the need to
inveatzgate this factor.

Limited field experience has indicated marked corrosion
difficulties in the exhaust section of turbojet engines oper-
ating with fuels containing tetraethyl lead, such as high-
octane aviation gmoline. Effects of other metallic additives,
such as the dicyclopentadienyliron, on engine operation have
not been mamined.

All the additives tcated are relatively easy to handle and
sufficiently soluble in jet fuel, but the relative availability
and cost of the additives are unknown.
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SUMMARY OF RE9ULTS

An investigation of the effects of fuel properties and fuel
additives on carbon deposition of JP-3 and JP4 type fuels
in turbojet-engine combustors gave the following results:

1. At operating conditions simulating an engine with a
compressor pressure ratio of 4 at a 20,000-foot altitude and
zero flight speed, carbon deposits and exhaust-gas smoke
density correlated with three empirieal fuel factors: smoke-
~olatilie index, smoke point, and NACA K fatter. More
accurate correlations of deposits were obtained with smoke
point and NACA K factor. ‘

2. Single-combustor deposit data at the preceding condi-
tions also correlated reasonably well with limited full-ecale-
enghm deposit data. Deposition m different enginw and in
the single combustor was not, however, equally sensitive to
changes in fuel properties.

3. At higher pressure and temperature operating condi-
tions simulating an engine with a compressor pressure ratio
of 7 at sea level and Mach 0.87, neither deposits nor smoke
density satisfactorily correlated with any of the fuel factors
considered. Also, the deposit data obtained at th~e condi-
tions did not correlate with full-scale-engine data.

4. A number of fuel additives, including organo-metallic
ccmpounds, commercial additives, and oxygenated com-
pounds, significantly reduced combustion-chamber carbon
deposits. The most effective additives were those containing
organo-metallic compounds, particularly lead and iron com-
pounds. The most effective additive, dicyclopentadieny%on,
reduced deposits of the base fuel by approximately 80
percent. ‘

5. Limited tests shovwd that the relative effectiven- of
the additives may vary markedly with propertim of’ the
base fuel.

6. None of the additives tested produced &rMeant effects
on the sxhaust-gas smoke concentration.

LEWISFLIGHTPROP~ION LABORATORY
NATIONALADVISORYCoan.mmEEFORADRONAUTIW

CLEVELAND,Oreo, October%?, 1967
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